Objects Make Me
Organised by guest curators Yuval Etgar and Naomi Vogt
Thursday 9 June 2016, 6 - 8pm
How can humans be ‘made’ by objects? From rituals centred on artefacts to art’s powerful
impact, this event explores behaviours induced by objects and proposes a new trajectory
inside the museum. Instead of a gallery talk where the speaker holds authority over the
object, artists and researchers from across the disciplines create new dialogues with the
collections, through a series of interventions, installations, and performances.
With work by Helen Benigson, Mike Cooter, Lunas Dance Project, Aisha Mazin Stoby,
Chiara Salvador, and David Zeitlyn.

Free, booking required

OBJECTS MAKE ME
9 June 2016, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Taichi Arch, 2000, Signed Ju Ming 2000 3/8, Bronze
Ashmolean Forecourt

Tile, blue ground with white splashes, (1700-1725)
earthenware, tin-glazed, made in London, Lambeth Borough
The Anthony Ray Collection of Tiles, Not on display

Inscribed oracle bones, Anyang period (1200-1050 BC)
Gallery 10

Poetic objects
Lunas Dance Project

Ask the Oracle: Doing Divination
David Zeitlyn

blue ground / terra azul
Mike Cooter

An abstract story of change told through pure movement, lifts and connections,
Poetic objects is an original contemporary dance performance choreographed
by Ellie Aldegheri for Lunas Dance Project, through a dialogue with ‘Taichi Arch’,
Ju Ming’s monumental sculpture near the threshold of the museum.

Forms of divination are and have been practised all round the world. This presentation
addresses contemporary African types of divination from Cameroon which parallel
the ancient Chinese. A computer simulation will be used to demonstrate how
Mambila divination works in practice. This device has been used by Mambila diviners
in Cameroon who say it works ‘just like the real thing’.

A travelling vessel and the same old comfortable furniture.
17th century London and 21st century Lisbon, delivered on point and on time.

Mummy of a young woman, from the cemetery at Hawara, Fayum,
Roman (about AD 130-140), Flinders Petrie excavations
Gallery 27

Limestone false door from the tomb of the overseer of officials,
Weri, Giza (6th Dinasty)
Gallery 23

Seated marble sculpture, likely Terpsichore, the muse of dance. Now missing
the arms and harp that would have rested on her left side. Roman, (AD 50-150)
Gallery 21

Objects Encapsulate Me: Spirit Paintings
Aisha Mazin Stoby

An object under analysis
Chiara Salvador

Hangry
Helen Benigson

A display of spirit and séance objects and an examination of objects that encapsulate
and disappear, inspired by the Ashmolean’s collection of Fayum mummy portraits.
This presentation explores the evolving function of the ‘being’ in artworks, against
a growing compulsion for notoriety and privacy, alongside the act of capturing a
spirit through the medium of art.

All objects have stories to recount, but not always are we able to ‘listen’ to them.
If objects had a voice, what would they tell us? The stela of Weri becomes alive for
one night and shares its intimate thoughts with the audience. Often overlooked by
the museum’s visitors, the stela talks about its discontentment and reveals that it
is seeking help in psychotherapy. Recalling sessions with its therapist, the object
shares its feelings and retraces its many lives, providing a new perspective on the
importance of less eye-catching items in museum displays.

Hangry is a new object-specific audio track which animates the Roman marble statue
of Terpsichore, the muse of dance, now missing her arms and harp.
The faceless body of a woman, identifiable, but now without her defining object of
production - angry with no mouth to cry/eat/speak - corresponds with the pulsating
soundtrack that Helen Benigson has created. Referencing the time of maternity
leave, it is performed through an idea of police investigation and domestic unease.

‘Objects Make Me’ is curated by Yuval Etgar and Naomi Vogt. The event has been organised and supported by the Ashmolean Engagement Programme.
With special thanks to Sarah Doherty, Vanya Cunningham-Azoro, and Giovanna Vitelli.
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